
Commercial Olympic Benches

Image Unavailable Having seen this bench up close, it's one industrial piece of kit - the picture really 
doesn't portray how heavy-duty it is! My first words were "Woh! Look at that 
thing!". Read the spec. here...

Price: £1,545.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-powerlifting-competition-bench

Ideal for the light commercial gym wishing for a designated olympic flat bench, 
York's FTS Olympic Fixed Flat Bench is very simple in design and affordable.

Price: £220.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-olympic-fixed-flat-bench

Fabricated in the UK, the GymRatZ Shoulder Press Bench does not sacrifice build 
quality for compact shipping (like many commercial brands). Subsequently, the 
result is the toughest of benches.

Price: £480.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-shoulder-press-bench

Heavy-duty Military Press Bench made in the UK. The GymRatZ Olympic Military 
Press Bench is users to perform regular shoulder pressing and military pressing.

Price: £715.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-military-press-bench

Olympic incline bench with adjustable seat. The GymRatZ Olympic Incline Bench 
is fabricated in the UK, rather than flat-packed and shipped, for unrivalled build 
quality.

Price: £695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-incline-bench
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Our most popular flat bench ever - the GymRatZ Olympic Flat Bench. Basic in 
design and built to last, the Olympic Flat Bench is suitable for the heaviest of 
lifters.

Price: £595.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-flat-bench

Popular in specialist training facilities, an Olymipc Weightlifting platform is ideal for 
performing explosive lifts such as deadlifts and cleans. The lifting platform is 
3100mm x 2100mm. The lifting platform comprises a wooden centrepiece with 
thick rubber landing strips

Price from£785.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/lifting-platform

Adjustable decline bench for use in full commercial gyms, the GymRatZ 
Adjustable Olympic Decline Bench is tough and durable, made in the UK to our 
demanding quality and specification

Price: £1,045.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-decline-bench

Sturdy and basic in design olympic flat bench for commercial use - personal 
training studios, health clubs, hotel gyms etc. The heavy-duty powerlifting gym 
may wish to review the GymRatZ Professional Olympic Flat Bench.

Price: £489.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-flat-bench

If space is limited, or you just want to make your gym as universal as possible, the 
GymRatZ Olympic Adjustable Bench could be the answer.... Click for more 
information.

Price: £1,295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-adjustable-bench
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Commercial olympic incline bench with a 30 degree pitch. The bench features an 
adjustable height seat for differing user comfort, plus, as standard, spotters feet.

Price: £739.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-incline-bench

SPECIAL OFFER: Included in the price, we now offer 4 band pegs, 2 x storage 
post option, and a spotters platform (not shown in all images).

Price: £1,045.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-professional-olympic-flat-bench

Commercial olympic decline bench with adjustable leg brace for comfort. Features 
the standard Gym-Equip GQ range oval steel frame and comfortable cushion 
padding.

Price: £739.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-decline-bench

Including spotter feet as standard, this olympic bench allows for use performing 
military press (behind neck) and shoulder pressing. Not a common item in a gym, 
so a definite USP for free-weight stalwarts.

Price: £889.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-military-shoulder-press-bench

This is a Olympic Adjustable Bench allows the bench to move forwards and back 
within the frame whilst staying centralised. The bench/rack are in effect a single 
unit and the bench cannot be fully withdrawn from the rail

Price: £1,089.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-olympic-adjustable-bench
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Powerlifting (bench press) bench for disabled athletes. Built to IPC standards, the 
bench is ideal for competition use. Designed to be semi-transportable, the bench 
can easily be taken apart (note: 2 part seat).

Price from£1,245.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-disabled-olympic-bench

York STS Flat Bench is a light to medium duty commercial product designed to be 
used in commercial environment with the whole of the York STS commercial 
range of gym equipment.

Price: £663.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-olympic-flat-bench

Beefed up olympic incline bench from the GymRatZ "Professional" range. As per 
the Professional Olympic Flat Bench, loading pins, band pegs and a spotters 
platform are all included as standard.

Price: £1,135.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-professional-olympic-incline-bench

GymRatZ Core Gym Equipment Olympic Flat Bench - Stunning new range for 
2017 sees more Core Gym items added. Made in England, fabricated to meet 
design, strength and quality we demand from the commercial gym equipment we 
sell.
This Olympic Flat Bench does what it says on the tin. What else is there?

Price £795.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-olympic-flat-bench

GymRatZ Core Gym Equipment Olympic Incline Bench: Stunning new range for 
2017 sees more Core Gym items added. Made in The UK, fabricated to meet 
design, strength and quality we demand from the commercial gym equipment we 
sell.
This Olympic Incline Bench does exactly what it says on the tin.

Price £980.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-olympic-incline-bench
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York STS Olympic Decline Bench is a light to medium duty commercial product 
designed to be used with the whole of the York STS commercial range of gym 
equipment.

Price: £529.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-olympic-decline-bench

GymRatZ Core Gym Equipment Olympic Decline Bench: Stunning new range for 
2017 sees more Core Gym items added. Made in The UK, fabricated to meet 
design, strength and quality we demand from the commercial gym equipment we 
sell.
This Olympic Decline Bench does exactly what it says on the tin.

Price £980.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-olympic-decline-bench

York STS Olympic Incline Bench is a light to medium duty commercial product 
designed to be used with the whole of the York STS commercial range of gym 
equipment.

Price: £529.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sts-olympic-incline-bench

Ideal for the light commercial gym wishing for a straight forward flat bench, York's 
FTS Fixed Flat Bench is very simple in design and affordable.

Price: £144.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-fixed-flat-bench

Ideal for the light commercial gym wishing for a straight forward flat bench, York's 
FTS Fixed Flat Bench is very simple in design and affordable.

Price: £159.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-fts-silver-flat-bench
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New for 2021 the JMC Olympic Flat Bench - commercial fitness products proudly 
designed and manufactured in the UK

Price: £550.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-olympic-lifting-bench

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)

GymRatz - Fitness Equipment, 199 Avonmouth Road, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 9EG UK

Tel: 0845 86 86 888 Fax: 0870 4711 011 
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